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Long term measurements of terrestrial fluxes through the FLUXNET Eddy Covariance network have revealed that
carbon and water fluxes can be highly variable from year-to-year. This so-called interannual variability (IAV) of
ecosystems is not fully understood because a direct relation with environmental drivers cannot always be found.

We investigate how current vegetation productivity (GPP and photosynthetic capacity parameter vcmax may govern
future productivity by incorporating memory effects of vegetation variability into dynamic global vegetation and
ecosystem model LPJ-GUESS. This model uses a mechanistic representation of biogeochemistry and ecosystem
dynamics, and its ability to accurately simulate monthly carbon and water fluxes for different FLUXNET sites has
been demonstrated. The model, however, does not simulate IAV very well and this appears to be linked to changes
in vegetation properties from daily to monthly time scales.

While photosynthesis and thus vcmax are calculated daily in the model, carbon allocation is currently handled on
an annual time sale using a set of allometric equations to divide NPP over leaves, roots and stem. Leaf area and root
biomass therefore do not change during the growing season. Hence, subsequent changes to the carbon pools due to
disturbances in the environment on sub-annual time scales (e.g. drought events and late spring frost episodes) are
not accounted for with the model.

We will change the allocation scheme by implementing carbon allocation at sub-annual time scale and introducing
a time lag for adaptation of photosynthetic capacity parameter vcmax to changing environmental conditions.

We expect that introducing seasonal variability into the model improves estimates of annual productivity and IAV,
and therefore the model’s representation of ecosystem carbon budgets as a whole.


